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ABSTRACT
Background/Objective: In a rapidly developing world where conflicts are inevitable and accidents
and other forms of trauma are constantly encountered there is an increased need for blood transfusion
to keep victims ofthese events alive. As the need for blood increases, there is a corresponding decrease
in the amount of blood available for transfusion due to increased demand and a falling donor pool. In
addition, there are people who due to religious reasons abhor blood transfusion. The emergence ofthe
HIV epidemic has made blood transfusion a hazard especially in resource poor countries. In order to
meet these challenges there has been efforts to shift emphasis from blood transfusion to artificial blood
substitute. This review brings to the fore the available substitutes.

Methods: Literature on the subject was reviewed using manual library search, articles injoumals,
internet search and conference abstracts.

Results: Efforts to develop an alternative to blood has been going on in the past four decades and
various approaches have been used to see which ofthese compounds will meet the requirement for an
ideal blood substitute. The research has been spurred by many factors chief among which is the need
to meet the ever increasing demand for blood in the event of surgical procedures, trauma management
and those who detest blood transfusion. Great advances have been made and currently researchers
have developed up to third generation blood substitutes which have undergone clinical trails up to
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phase three trials. It is hoped that in not too distant future these products will be avai Iable for routine
use, thus making blood donation irrelevant in the management of critically ill patients.

Keywords: Blood Substitutes, Cell Free - Haemoglobin, Haemoglobin modification,
Perfluorocarbon (PFC)

INTRODUCTION
There have been attempts since the Second World War to develop blood substitutes). These attempts
have been based on the ability of red blood cells to carry oxygen to the tissues, a function exclusive to
the haemoglobin contained in the red cell. It therefore stand to reason that all the products developed
so far are based on derivatives of haemoglobin and are therefore known as haemoglobin - based
oxygen carriers (HBOC).

The need to develop blood substitutes arose due to some problems associated with blood procurement,
storage and blood transfusion associated complications and these include:

Donor recruitment
Processing/Storage
Blood group incompatibility
Technical know - how in blood processing
Human error
Risk of transmission of disease
Cultural and religious bias

Among the problems listed above, it is the risk of disease transmission that has given rise to the search
for blood substitute. In addition to this is the difficulty in recruiting blood donors especially in developing
countries where blood donation is sti 11viewed with suspicions.

Despite rigorous screening programs of blood and its components, there still exists a small risk of
disease transmission especially those involving newly emerging diseases such as Creutzfeldt - Jakob
disease and Prions for which screening methods have not been developed.

A concerned question one might asked therefore would be why do we need blood substitutes when
there are already advances in detecting transfusion transmissible infections? Public concern on safety
oftransfusion and the impact of dwindling blood donations has led to shortages in blood supply. These
problems are made worse in our environment due to poor socioeconomic condition, a less healthy
population, and increase in surgical procedures (both of which are direct consequences of our times),
road traffic accidents and above all, the fear of virally transmitted diseases such as HIV and Hepatitis. ~

What is Blood Substitute?

The term blood substitute may be misleading. This is because their development so far has concentrated
primarily on only the function of blood to carry oxygen to the tissues. A more accurate term for blood
substitutes might be any of the following':

Cells free oxygen carriers
Oxygen therapeutics
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Red cell substitute
Essentially blood substitutes are fluids which when injected into the human blood stream contribute
significantly to the transport of oxygen around the body"

What then is the ideal blood substitute?

Researchers have been able to identify that anideal blood substitute should have certain properties for
it to function'. In other words the substitute should be devoid of some ofthe problems associated with
donated human blood when it is transfused. These should include but not limited t05:

Adequate oxygen uptake in thelungs
Adequate oxygen delivery to the tissues
Should have a long circulation time
It should be non toxic
It should be rapidly excreted without causing harm
It should be stable at room temperature and readily available for use
Easily sterilizable ( in other words easy to ensure the absence of pathogens such as viruses)
Cheap to manufacture
It should have along shelflife and easy to store
Widely applicable( i.e. there should be no need for cross matching or compatibility testing
Finally, it should be free of any side effect

From the above properties, three substances have made blood substitute a promising alternative to
blood transfusion for the following reasons:

1. Unlike red blood cells, a blood substitute could be sterilized thuseliminating the problems
of disease transmission

2. The human error factor is eliminated because the question of mismatch would have been
avoided.

3. The limited life span of donated blood is eliminated thus allowing substitute to be transferred
to areas of disaster without the need of refrigeration.

How can Blood Substitute be Used?

If a substitute with the properties seen above is developed, it could playa major role in the setting of
trauma care and for elective surgeries. It could also benefit patients with medical conditions who are in
need oflong term blood transfusion such as patients with myelodysplastic syndrome and aplastic
anaemia. These products could also be used as organ preservation to prevent or decrease reperfusion
injury to organs. Religious and ethnic groups with concerns regarding the use of human blood products
may accept these substances which would provide a significant patient care advance. The ideal use of
blood substitutes could be divided into four categories."

1. Coupling with autologous blood administration. In this case, the substitute would be
administered together with a pre deposit (autologous) blood taken from a patient prior to
surgery. This method will ensure that all the properties of the blood are maintained during
surgery and thus reducing the patient's exposure to donated blood. This obviously will
reduce the risk of disease transmission.

2, Supporting transfusion service in developing countries. In countries with limited health
care, blood donation and/or storage facilities an effective blood substitute program would
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prove invaluable. In these countries due to limited resources, blood screening is poorly
carried out and donor blood in most cases is heavily contaminated especially in areas
where HN is common.
Saving lives on the ?attle field or at sites of natural disasters. A substitute with minimal
storage requirement could be administered on site to a victim with considerable blood
loss quickly and effectively. Loss of requirement for cross matching and blood typing
would revolutionize the speed in which effective treatment could be given. .
Providing an altemati ve for patients who will not accept blood transfusion such as some
Jehovah's witnesses.

From the above possible use ofblood substitutes, several clinical targets have been identified where
their use could make an effective impact. These include':

...,..>.

4.

Replacing blood lost at surgery and injury
Replacement of iron during surgery and inj ury
Preservation of organ required for transplantation
Role in cancer treatment

Researchers have found out that blood substitute does not only help in ensuring oxygenation oftissues
following blood loss but will also assist in maintaining the integrity of small blood vessels which are
prone to collapse when blood volume and pressure falls due to haemorrhage.

TYPES OF BLOOD SUBSTITUTES

Haemoglobin-based

Haemoglobin is responsible for the characteristic red color of red blood cells. It is defined as a respiratory
pigment. The red pigment arises from the four iron atom it contains and is responsible for binding
oxygen in the lungs which they subsequently release as they pass through the body tissues.

From the role haemoglobin plays in tissues oxygenation it therefore follows that it will be the obvious
candidate for developing an effective blood substitute since it in the body's natural oxygen transporter.

Haemoglobin based substitutes currently under development use clinically modified haemoglobin",
Such modifications are required since if allowed to exist in the blood stream outside ofthe red blood
cells, haemoglobin will result in deleterious effects to the body. These include the problem of poor
oxygen delivery to the tissues, and its effect on the blood vessels leading to an increase in the patient's
blood pressure. Secondly, in the free state, haemoglobin is associated with renal damage.

Solving the problem of cell free haemoglobin

In order to overcome the effects of free haemoglobin, researchers have come up with novel way to
overcome the problems. These include chemically - modifying the haemoglobin molecule and it involves
four main strategies thus":

conjugation
cross linking .
polymerization
encapsulation.
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For better understanding, it is perhaps necessary at this junction to give a brief reminder ofthe structure
of haemoglobin is required. Haemoglobin is a protein that fills the red blood cells. Inside the cell it exists
in a stable environment containing enzymes which it requires to carry out its numerous functions-
notably the transport of oxygen around the body.

The haemoglobin molecule consists of four subunits or chains made up of two alpha and two beta
chains. Each ofthese chains contains an iron atom to which oxygen can bind reversibly. One alpha and
one beta chain (monomer) combine to form one ofthe two alpha/beta dimmers that comprise the
haemoglobin tetramer. JO It is the breakdown ofthe haemoglobin tetramer to its constituent monomers
and dimmers that causes the kidney damage often seen after injection of cell free haemoglobin into the
blood system. When these breakdowns products are produced in large quantity the propensity to
kidney damage is increased. I I

Haemoglobin's Oxygen Delivery

Oxygen binds actively to the four iron containing haem groups of the haemoglobin tetramer in a reversible
nature. The process of the oxygen binding is responsible for the sigmoidal curve known as the oxygen

_ dissociation curve. The curve is produced as the affinity for.a haem group. on a haemoglobin molecule
to bind to and also release oxygen varies in accordance with the oxygen saturation ofthe other haem
groups on the molecule.

The mechanism by which oxygen is delivered to tissues and organs depends on the presence of2, 3
diphosphoglycerate (2, 3 DPG). This compound helps bring about a conformational change in the
haemoglobin tetramer that allows for its characteristic binding to oxygen. Therefore in the presence of
increased 2, 3 DPG, haemoglobin gives up oxygen more readily. It is for this reason that the effect of
poor oxygen delivery to the tissues is seen when cell free haemoglobin is injected into the blood stream,
since the 2, 3 DPG is not present and oxygenated haemoglobin will not readily give up its oxygen
molecule in the absence of2, 3 DPG

Haemoglobin Modification

When haemoglobin exists outside the red blood cells as cell free haemoglobin, it often dissociate into
its constituents. To prevent the break down of cell free haemoglobin researches have developed chemical
modifications. These are substances used to develop the current haemoglobin - based substitute products.
Chemical modification maintains the stability of the haemoglobin in the blood stream and also allows
for the normal oxygen delivery to the tissues. The current four options for haemoglobin modification
are listed below. 12

1. Cross linking. Chemical modification joins the component of haemoglobin together
preventing it to fall apart

2. Conjugation. The surface of haemoglobin is decorated by adding molecules such as
polyethylene glycol (PEG). This alters the oxygen binding properties ofthe haemoglobin
and helps prevent it damaging the kidney.

3. Polymerization. Chemical cross links are created between haemoglobin molecules holding
them together and preventing them from falling apart.

4. Encapsulation. Haemoglobin molecules are enclosed within a lipid membrane which can
contain high concentrations of haemoglobin, which discourages it from falling apart.
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Tablel: Haemoglobin - based Blood Substitutes

Product Company Source Clinical Status

OptroHt Baxter Cross-link Hb from Phase II trials
International genetically- modified completed
USA bacteria

Hemopure" Biopurc Corp Polymerized bovine Approved for use
USA haemoglobin in South Africa

H rkTi\l Hemosol Inc Cross linked human Phase III tria!cmom
Canada haemoglobin complete

nl Sandgart lnc USA Conjugated human Phase 11trialsHcmospan ,.
haemoglobin Complete in Europe

_.I

Current Haemoglobin-Based Blood Substitute Products'!

Table 1 shows list of some of the current leading haemoglobin - based products in developmental
clinical trials. The source of haemoglobin for each ofthe product is different, which wi II affect their
success and public acceptance iftheypass clinical trials.

Hemopure" is licensed for use in South Africa. Another product based on bovine haemoglobin that
has shown promising results inclinical trials is a so called 'zero link' substitution. Hernolink'" has
performed well at the phase ill clinical trial.

Optro'" and Hemospan ™ ( also known as MP4)14 are much more recent products which have so far
been promising in clinical and animal trials. Sangart'" Inc is currently working towards phase ill clinical
trials ofHemospan TM in Europe.

NEW GENERATION BLOOD SUBSTITUTES

Perfluorocarbon Based Substitutes

The perfluorocarbons (PFCS)ISare chemically inert molecules containing primarily as the name suggests
fluorine and carbon atoms. They are capable of dissolving large amounts of many gases including
oxygen. These molecules are hydrophobic in nature and hence have to be emulsified prior to intravenous
administration 16. The PFCs have the capacity to transport carbon dioxide. They were first made popular
in the 1960s when scientists led by Professor Leland Clark at the University of Alabama showed that
a mouse could survive for up to 10 minutes when totally submerged in PFC liquid.

PFCs demonstrate a linear oxygen dissociation curve in contrast to the sigmoid dissociation curve of
blood. Therefore elevated arterial pressures of oxygen enhance oxygen transport by these molecules.
However this linear relationship can also work as a disadvantage since most of the oxygen is released
prior to the arrival of the oxygen laden molecule in the capillary network where the partial pressure of
oxygen is lower and hence the need for oxygen is greater. PFCs are exhaled as vapour from the
lungs. 17
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Characteristic of PF'Cs and the Advantages and Disadvantages to Substitute
,i

Development"

Many researchers believe PFe liquids are the answer to development of an effective blood substitute.
While there are favourable characteristics supporting the use ofPPC as depicted in table 2; these arc
unfortunately marred by several shortcomings alsoassociated with PFCs as seen in table 3.

CURRENT PERFLUOROCARBON PRODUCTS

Perf1uorocarbons (PFCs) - based substitutes products have been under development for a number of
years. The first products developed are termed first generation PFC emulsions. Second generation
emulsion includes the more recently developed products. Bui Iding on the knowledge obtained from the
production of first generation products, researchers have been able to develop these more advanced
emulsions with increased oxygen deliverycapacity'"

First Generation Emulsions

Fluosol'" was a successful first generation PFC emulsion thathad martytiSefutbiom€di6al applications
but its production ceased due to several problem such 'as poor persistence in the blood. However
Fluosol" did pave the way for the production of improved products such 'asOxygel)f~ ,

Second; Generation Emulsions .:, l.

(0'

Oxygent is the prototype ofthe second generation PEC emulsion. It is stable and sterileforovcra year
ifkept refrigerated. Another example is Pher02

nf which is made by Sanguine Corp USAand still under

Table 2 ; Favourable Characteristics ofPFC
r--- -- -.------.- ..'------.-;
i~:!!~~~~~ctcristicsof_PfC~ __.._. ._______ Advantage to substitute development --i

I High respiratory gas solubility PFC's dissolve large volume ofboth oxygen and I

.-_.._---_ ... -,._._- ----------.,

carbon dioxide, which arc easily extracted by the
body tissues.

Symhcsized from lWII biologic;11 sources Potentially infiniw ~\lpply and also no potential
lor disease Irallsmi:.siOIl.

II ighly stable PFe:; do not require chemical modification
(unlike haell1oglobin·- based substitutes) as they
show no metabolic breakdown in the body,
Stability ensures simple storage requirements,

ChcmiC:111:·,. inert PFC" do nOI undergo biochemical reaction ill the
body, and (:111 be excreted from (he body via the
lungs ill exhalation.

r~:sily '>1::ri!i?:1bk Stable structure can withstand high temperatures,
allowing for sterilization against contaminants.

I.D\': cost PFCscan be produced at medical grade quality on
a large commercia! scale. Low cost makes them an '
attrut"li:'L' option to low health budgets of emerging ,.

.__ . ._ ._.....__.__ .____ C()~\1ltn~:~__._ _ r_'" J
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Table 3 Shortcomings Associated with PFCs
~.----.- - ----------~---------. -----.------ ~----- ---.-~-- --.----- .----.---------"-".'---.,--'"-----------··--1
i Characteristics of l~FCs Disadvantage to Substitute Development1---', ------.------------ ------------ ---'
I Docs not mix with water Before administration, PFCs must be pt cpa red as emulsion I
: 3." they will not mix with blood plasma. These emulsions l

can sometimes be unstable which means thev do not last I
long in the blood. .!

(

I Requires high oxygen levels

i
,

To dissolve adequate quantities of oxygen into Pf Cs
requires patients to breathe 70 - IO()~;:.oxygen through a
face mask.

Flu - like symptoms Human clinical trails with Pf'Cs have observed flu ,- like
symptoms in some patients.

development and given intravenously as oxygen carrier.

Research Developments

Haemoglobin from Worms

Researchers have recently been working on the possibility of using worm haemoglobin to develop a
blood substitute after successfully extracting haemoglobin from two common worms Lumbricus terrestris
(earth worm) and Arenuola marina (marine worm):"

The haemoglobin from these worms is present as large polymers which are up to 50 times larger than
human haemoglobin. This haemoglobin is currently giving an exciting prospect as a potential blood
substitute. Its larger size means that it needs no modification to remain stable in the blood stream long
enough to oxygenate the tissues and will not breakdown and cause kidney damage. The worm
haemoglobin has performed well in preclinical testing, maintaining nonnal oxygen carrying capacity and
carrying no allergic reactions in mice but allergic reactions potential still remains amongst others.

Worm haemoglobin is a promising new discovery. However its suitability will depend on the ease with
which it can be extracted and purified from worms in sufficient quantities that will be required for
further safety tests. One worry is that worm haemoglobin may cause side effects of increased blood
pressure similar to that often observed following injection of cell free haemoglobin into subjects.

Synthetic Red Blood Cells

The development of red blood cells involves the encapsulation of haemoglobin inside biodegradable
polymer membrane? IThis stabilizes the haemoglobin and prevents its breakdown in the blood stream
which can cause kidney problems.

Research pioneered by Thomas Chang is currently focusing on the prospect of entrapping natural red
blood cell enzymes along with the haemoglobin inside these capsules. n This has the potential to create
a 'microenvironment' for the haemoglobin which is similar to the natural environment within blood.
Such environment would allow haemoglobin to behave in its natural manner. This would ensure correct
oxygen and nitric oxide binding and release and thus prevent the problems of rise in blood pressure
seen with cell free haemoglobin.
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Adverse Effects related to Blood Substitutes

Adverse effects associated with haemoglobin - based oxygen carriers include hypertension, abdominal
pains, skin rash, and diarrhoea,jaundice, haemoglobinuria, oliguria, fever, stroke and laboratory
anomalies such as elevation in lipase levels." 24 Although most ofthese side effects were transient and
clinically asymptomatic, many clinical trails involving these agents have been discontinued or put on
hold due to the associated effects.

Problem of Vasoconstriction

Many haemoglobin - based products have been shown to cause increased mean arterial pressure
(MAP) and constriction ofblood vessels. This can reduce the ability of haemoglobin - based substitutes
to deliver oxygen to the tissues. The mechanism by which the haemoglobin in these products causes
this effect is still under study but a lot of evidence points towards the scavenging of nitric oxide (NO)
gas. However, there are reports that researchers are developing products that have increased molecular
size and oxygen affinity properties." They have been shown to have promising results and do not
produce the vasoconstriction effects seen in other haemoglobin - based substitutes ..

CONCLUSION
Blood substitutes promise to eliminate most of the complications of blood transfusion although those
due to other component of blood such as pHs, WBC, plasma still remain. In view of these challenges
and despite many years of research, it has been difficult to produce the ideal blood substitute needed
to replace human blood. Side effects associated with substitutes has hampered the advance in the
development of the ideal compound Continuing research has helped in the understanding of the physiology
of red blood cells and its interactiWn with their environment. This has made a giant stride in the
development of newer generation ofblood substitutes that has little or no significant vasoactive properties
compared with the earlier compound that were produced from haemoglobin - based substitutes.

With further development and improvement in the technology for producing blood substitutes and
their increasing use in routine clinical situations, the need for blood transfusion in operative and trauma
setting will decrease. In addition the production of blood substitutes in commercial quantities would
help to meet the anticipated increase in the demand for blood as the population ages and the small
donor pool further contracts.
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